



MINUTES OF MEETING HELD AT The club 
On Monday 6th December 2021 

Present     Jennifer Annetts JA  Isobel Horsley - secretary IH   

    Graeme Gambrell Treasurer GG  Wendy Hatch WH  Denise Lamb DL 

    Robert Pasterfield  RP  Pauline Collins PC  Carol Sharpe  CS 

Apologies for Absence   Graeme  Gambrell 

The minutes of the last meeting were agreed . No matters arising 

Finance 

No change to the financial report since the last meeting the Balance stands at £4963GG has 

suggested we look into a card payment terminal or 3 to reduce the amount of cash needed  we 

agreed this was a good idea that needs looking into. Paypal and Sumup were mentioned as 

possible companies which have been used locally and may prove cost effective. 

For further investigation GG 
Fairfest 2022 

Infrastructure 

The Marquee and toilets are booked , no deposit paid yet it was decided to take all the extras so 

total £ 2334 

Electrics need to decide if the marquee company can provide electrics for band and PA  JA 

Publicity 

 JP have offered to put up posts to advertise the event these could be put up instead of the 
banners and also in surrounding villages RP 
 Mike has produced some good publicity posters which can be printed up to A3 size and he 
will also look at the programme design. CS 
 need to thank sponsors and local businesses in programme  
 CS will put stalls information on community website IH  with copy to Whats on in Fairlight 

Sponsorship  
 JP have agreed to sponsor for £250 RP 
 will approach  FRA for bouncy castle etc; Parish Council; Booker and Best for skip; IH 
 will apply for a grant from Rother District Council Jubilee fund  PC 
 possibly The Cove RP 
Food and Drink  

 Teas  to arrange the usual cakes WH  Fankonia will donate some 
 Lunch sausage Rolle etc WH PC 
 BBQ burgers etc from Pett butchers sat and Sunday ? How many DL 



 Ice cream Northiam Dairies for Sunday and ? For sat early evening ? Pitch fee or profit 
share CS 
 Alcohol Dale Seymour has supplied Beach Party CS will make enquiries and whether he can 
do sale or return. 
Saturday evening 4-10.30 

 decided no charge but will go round with bucket  

 Steve Sinatra 4.30 -6 ish Blues brothers 6-8 ish  The Kytes 8.30 -10.30 

Sunday 12-5 

 ? section 5  with drum workshop on basket ball court CS  Village Voices WH 

 Acromax Rodmell Dancers  1066 Falcons  zumba 

 bouncy castle and soft play WH need approx cost to apply for sponsorship  

 Face painting Glittery Rainbow Catface WH 

Stalls 
 will contact local groups and artists and publicise through local social media IH 
 Lucky Dip for children CS 

Next Meeting    Monday January 31st 10.30 at the club hut  

To do 

JA   Electrics need to decide if the marquee company can provide electrics for band and 
PA 
GG  card payment terminal or 3 to reduce the amount of cash needed  we agreed this  
 was a good idea that needs looking into. Paypal and Sumup were mentioned as possible 
companies which have been used locally and may prove cost effective. 
WH  Face painting Glittery Rainbow Catface 
 Village Voices 
Teas  to arrange the usual cakes 
Lunch sausage Rolle etc 

RP  JP have offered to put up posts to advertise the event these could be put up instead 
 of the banners and also in surrounding villages 
PC  will apply for a grant from Rother District Council Jubilee fund 
 Lunch sausage Rolle etc 

DL  BBQ burgers etc from Pett butchers Saturday and Sunday ? How many 
CS  Mike has produced some good publicity posters which can be printed up to A3 size 

and he will also look at the programme design. 

section 5  with drum workshop on basket ball court 
Alcohol Dale Seymour has supplied Beach Party CS will make enquiries and whether he can do sale 
or return. 
Ice cream Northiam Dairies for Sunday and ? For sat early evening ? Pitch fee or profit share 
Lucky Dip for children 

IH  stalls information on community website IH  with copy to Whats on in Fairlight 
 Sally for hearing dogs and stall holders from her event 
 FRA for bouncy castle etc; Parish Council; Booker and Best for skip 



  


